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Abstract
We have recently developed a flexible traffic simulator called Scalable Microscopic Adaptive Road Traffic
Simulator (SMARTS) [13]. Among many important features of SMARTS in this article, we focus on traffic
generation, which is key in analyzing and understanding traffic. SMARTS is a fully distributed simulator
that can run on a computer cluster, enabling it to perform large-scale simulations faster than real time.
SMARTS has a number of features that empower users to build realistic simulations. For example, users
can download road map data for an arbitrarily chosen area for traffic simulation.

1

Introduction

Road traffic data is useful for research on transportation problems. For example, vehicle trajectory data can be
used for optimizing public transportation routes [2]. Traffic-induced air pollution can be estimated based on traffic flow models calibrated with real traffic flow data [15]. Vehicle counts and speed data can be used for training
a neural network in traffic prediction [11]. Due to the limited availability of real traffic data, many researchers
are interested in artificial traffic data created with software generators. Traffic data generators are built upon
various road traffic models. For example, Brinkhoff’s generator [3] implements the models for distributing trip
origins and destinations, adjusting travel speed at road links and re-routing vehicles in certain circumstances.
BerlinMOD [4] creates acceleration events in vehicle trips based on a probability model. Highly realistic traffic
data can be generated from microscopic traffic simulators, such as SUMO [6], VISSIM [10] and MATSIM [14],
which simulate the detailed behaviour of vehicles based on the comprehensive modelling of traffic.
Scalable Microscopic Adaptive Road Traffic Simulator (SMARTS) is a distributed microscopic simulator
that is capable of performing realistic large-scale traffic simulations faster than real time [13]. We developed
the simulator to support research on transportation problems. SMARTS models car-following behaviour, lanechanging behaviour and customized road rules. It also models various driving styles based on the aggressiveness
in driving. For example, a vehicle with a highly aggressive model follows its front vehicle more closely and
changes lanes more frequently. Our simulator can be used to generate several types of traffic data, including
route plans, vehicle trajectories and travel times.
The simulator is finely tuned for large-scale simulations as it can use distributed computing resources to
accelerate simulations. Users can easily deploy SMARTS on a cluster of computers with commodity hardware.
The simulator builds road networks from the freely-available OpenStreetMap data [9], which can be important
to researchers who have limited access to commercial road map data. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of
SMARTS provides a feature for downloading OpenStreetMap data of an arbitrary area in the world. The simulator has a number of other useful features. For example, it can simulate random traffic and pre-defined traffic
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Figure 1: Simulating road traffic in Melbourne with SMARTS.
at the same time. It also supports scripted simulations. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the simulator’s GUI. The
simulated vehicles are drawn as little squares on roads. Red squares represent vehicles in congestions or waiting
at traffic lights. Green squares represent vehicles moving at free-flow speed. Squares of other colours represent
vehicles moving at intermediate speeds. The map image from OpenStreetMap is shown in the background.
The project website of SMARTS, https://projects.eng.unimelb.edu.au/smarts, provides
documentation, examples and the binary versions of the simulator.

2

Traffic Data Generation with SMARTS

SMARTS can generate three types of traffic data. The first data type is route plans. A route plan contains
the waypoints that the vehicle needs to pass through during its trip. The waypoints are a subset of the road
network nodes, which are extracted from OpenStreetMap data. The route plan also contains other details about
the vehicle, such as the starting time of the trip, the aggressiveness level of the vehicle driver, etc. A route plan
can be imported into future simulations, which will replicate the traffic as specified in the plan. The second data
type is timestamped trajectories. The trajectory of a vehicle contains a list of records, each of which includes
a timestamp, a latitude value and a longitude value. The third data type is travel times. A travel time data file
contains a number of records, each of which shows a vehicle ID and the total time that the vehicle spends on its
trip. When configuring a simulation, users can specify the types of the data that needs to be generated from the
simulations. SMARTS saves the data to disk when the simulation is completed.

2.1

Foreground Traffic vs. Background Traffic

For convenience of users, SMARTS divides the vehicles into two groups, foreground vehicles and background
vehicles. The output data can be collected from foreground vehicles, background vehicles or all the vehicles.
For example, a user may ask the simulator to output the trajectories of foreground vehicles, the route plans
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of background vehicles and the travel times of all the vehicles. The foreground vehicles can be defined by
importing a route-plan file at simulation initialization. The background vehicles can be defined in the same way
but can also be randomly generated during a simulation. The differentiation between foreground vehicles and
background vehicles can be useful in many circumstances. For example, assuming we want to study the impact
of morning peak-hour traffic on individual vehicles, we can define several foreground vehicles that travel across
a city and ask SMARTS to output the trajectories of these vehicles. During the simulation, the simulator can
generate a large number of random background vehicles that travel towards the city centre without outputting
data from those vehicles.

2.2

Data Generation Workflow

Figure 2: The workflow of data generation.
The workflow for generating traffic data from a simulation is illustrated in Figure 2. SMARTS runs with one
server and one or more workers. In Step 1, the server and the workers are deployed to one or more computers.
More details about the deployment of SMARTS are provided in Section 3.2. The simulation is configured in
Step 2. During this step, users can specify the types of the data that needs to be generated from the simulation. In
Step 3, the server partitions the simulation area into one or more sub-areas. The number of the sub-areas equals
to the number of the workers. The server distributes the road map to the workers and sends other simulation
configurations to the workers. For example, the server tells a specific worker the number of random vehicles that
the worker should maintain in its simulation area. After receiving the simulation configuration details, workers
will start to run the simulation. As shown in Step 4, workers periodically sends vehicle positions or other traffic
information to the server during a simulation. The information can be used for simulation visualization. The
server will also aggregate the information if traffic data needs to be generated from the simulation. Once the
simulation is completed, the server saves the traffic data to disk, as shown in Step 5.

3
3.1

Background
SMARTS vs. Other Simulators

SMARTS has a more comprehensive feature set than existing traffic simulators shown in Table 1. For example,
with its distributed computing capability, SMARTS can perform fast large-scale simulations on a cluster of com-
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Table 1: Comparison of traffic simulators: SUMO [6], TRANSIMS [7], VISSIM [10], MATSIM [14], ParamGrid [5], and SMARTS. To the best of our knowledge, ParamGrid has not been maintained in recent years.

Distributed computing
Map feature generation
Continuous spatial automaton
Workload balancing
Decentralized synchronization
Visualized control

SUMO
×
√
√
×
×
√

TRANSIMS
√
×
×
√
×
√

VISSIM
×
×
√

MATSIM
×
×
√

×
×
√

×
×
√

ParamGrid
√
×
√
√
√
×

SMARTS
√
√
√
√
√
√

puters. SMARTS implements a decentralized synchronization technique, which allows distributed processors to
compute without waiting for instructions from the central server during a simulation. This can make distributed
simulations run even faster as it eliminates a potential communication bottleneck in the system. SMARTS can
generate certain map features based on simple map data. For example, it can find the position of a tram stop on
the road that is parallel to a tram track.

3.2

Deployment of SMARTS

We provide two binary versions, a standalone version and a distributed version. All the versions are made as
Java ARchive (JAR) files. Users can launch the JAR files on any computer that has Java Runtime Environment
(JRE) installed. SMARTS has been tested with JRE 8.
The standalone version bundles a server component and a worker component into one JAR file. When the
standalone version is launched, a server instance is created based on the server component and a worker instance
is created based on the worker component. The server receives simulation configuration from users, visualizes
simulations, collects simulation data from workers and generates result files. The workers are responsible for
simulating traffic and transferring simulation data to the server. Users can create more workers by changing a
setting on the GUI. The server and all the workers run within the same Java Virtual Machine. The standalone
version is suitable for small-scale simulations, such as simulating thousands of vehicles in a road network of
hundreds of road links.
For large-scale simulations, such as simulating hundreds of thousands of vehicles in a large city, one may
need to use the distributed version, which includes two JAR files, one for creating server instances and another
for creating worker instances. When using the distributed version, the server JAR file and the copies of the
worker JAR file can be deployed to different computers. The server should be launched before the workers
are launched. The workers need to be explicitly started with a command line argument, which includes the IP
address of the server. For example, suppose a distributed simulation is deployed with four computers. One of
the computers, whose IP address is 192.1.1.1, hosts the server. The server JAR file is copied to this computer
and launched there. The worker JAR file is then copied to each of the remaining three computers, where we run
a command, java -jar worker.jar 192.1.1.1, which starts a worker instance and connects it to the server instance
that runs on the computer at IP address 192.1.1.1.

3.3

Configuring Simulations with SMARTS

Simulations can be configured in two ways. If the GUI was enabled, users can configure simulations
using the input fields on the GUI. If the GUI was disabled, users need to prepare script files that contain the parameters of the simulations. As the GUI is built into the server component, it is enabled
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by default in the standalone version of SMARTS. For the distributed version, the GUI is enabled when
the server package is launched without any command line argument. An example of running a distributed simulation with GUI can be found at https://projects.eng.unimelb.edu.au/smarts/
example-4-running-a-distributed-simulation-with-gui/. The GUI allows users to con-

(a) A part of the map control panel

(b) A part of the miscellaneous settings panel

Figure 3: Graphical user interface for configuring simulation settings.
figure a range of settings. Users can control the amount of computing resources for simulations by specifying
the number of workers. If the users were using the standalone version, the system will automatically create
worker instances when the users change the number of workers. Using multiple workers in the standalone
version may still accelerate simulations to a certain extent, depending on the number of threads supported by
the processor and the scale of the simulations. If the users were using the distributed version, the worker
instances will need to be explicitly launched by the users. As shown in Figure 3a, the GUI provides shortcuts to many regions in the world. Users can change the map using the shortcuts, manipulate the map view,
define a rectangular area in the map view and download OpenStreetMap data for the area. An example of
the map-downloading feature can be found at https://projects.eng.unimelb.edu.au/smarts/
example-1-simulating-traffic-in-an-arbitrary-area-in-the-world/. Users can also
change the map by importing an OpenStreetMap data file. Many other parameters, such as the number of
vehicles, can also be configured on the GUI as shown in Figure 3b.
The GUI should be disabled if users needed to run distributed simulations based on scripts. To run a scripted
distributed simulation, users need to first launch the server JAR file with a command line argument, -gui false. An
example of running a scripted simulation can be found at https://projects.eng.unimelb.edu.au/
smarts/example-5-running-a-distributed-simulation-based-on-a-script/.
The
server program will display command line instructions to guide users through the configuration process. The
path to a script file needs to be entered during the configuration process. The script file can specify a number of
parameters for the simulations. A simulation can be repeated a specified number of times based on a parameter
setting in the script. Users can use one script to configure a sequence of different simulations.

3.4

Online Resources

The binary files of the simulator can be downloaded from https://projects.eng.unimelb.edu.
au/smarts/downloads. To help users get familiar with the simulator, we provide simple examples on
https://projects.eng.unimelb.edu.au/smarts/examples. The examples give step-by-step
instruction on setting up a simulation environment, downloading maps and generating route plans and trajectories. Technical documentation can be found on https://projects.eng.unimelb.edu.au/smarts/
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documentation. The documents include the descriptions of different versions of SMARTS. They also include the specifications of simulation script and route plan files.

4

Example Applications

SMARTS has been used intensively in many research projects on transportation-related topics. Some of the
research projects are described as follows.

4.1

Routing Algorithm Evaluation

We use SMARTS to evaluate and present a new routing algorithm, Random A* [8]. For this project, we adjust
the GUI to highlight the routes generated by the algorithm. For evaluating the performance of the new algorithm,
we create various traffic scenarios within SMARTS. For example, one of the scenarios creates traffic that starts
from a number of areas outside Melbourne’s central area and ends in the city centre. We compare the new
algorithm and a classic routing algorithm based on the vehicle travel times collected from the simulator.

4.2

Vehicle Prioritization Evaluation

SMARTS is used to compare different prioritization strategies for emergency vehicles in an intelligent transportation system, where vehicles are highly connected with each other [16]. First, we extend SMARTS by
implementing traffic light pre-emption for emergency vehicles. The system adjusts traffic lights for emergency
vehicles such that emergency vehicles always get green light until they reach their destinations. Then, we implement three prioritization strategies, which can control the behaviour of non-priority vehicles when they are
informed by the system that emergency vehicles are approaching. We collect the travel times of emergency
vehicles for a wide range of traffic scenarios by varying prioritization strategies, road maps, traffic volumes,
clearance distances of emergency vehicles and travel distances of emergency vehicles.

4.3

Simulation-Based Navigation

We build a prototype navigation service based on traffic simulations [1]. The service optimizes route advices by
considering future traffic conditions. For example, a suggested route can avoid an area, which is not congested
now but may become congested later as predicted by a simulation. The prototype service uses SMARTS for
traffic prediction as the simulator can run faster than real time.

4.4

Traffic Optimization Evaluation

SMARTS is used for evaluating traffic optimization with autonomous vehicle platooning [12]. We are interested
in the situations, where a group of adjacent autonomous vehicles that move in the same direction can form a
platoon. All the vehicles in the same platoon can accelerate and decelerate at the same time. We use SMARTS
to compare two scenarios, one is with autonomous vehicle platooning, another is without the platooning.

5

Conclusion

We introduced SMARTS for its features and its applications. It is straightforward to run simulations based on
real road networks and generate artificial traffic data within SMARTS. The simulator can generate traffic data
based on a subset of the simulated vehicles. This capability can be useful for studying specific vehicles in largescale simulations as well as creating large city scale traffic data. The simulator has the flexibility to suit various
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computing environments and simulation needs. We hope SMARTS can become a useful tool for the research
community.
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